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Introduction 
My intention in this paper is to examine broadly the political 
importance of public rhetorical performance within Florence during 
the first half of the fifteenth century. This type of political oratory 
has received relatively little attention from scholars, partly as a result 
of the nature of the orations themselves, and partly owing to their 
neglect by historians of political ideas in favour of more formal 
humanistic and Latin writings. The fact that orations in the volgare 
were commonplace within the Florentine ritual calendar has been 
overlooked. Instead such orations as rhetorical exercises learnt by 
young students and transcribed into their zibaldone, the pedagogical 
aspect of rhetoric taking precedence over its public practice. By 
examining the location and timing of such orations and their relation 
to the socio-political culture of the time, I hope to illustrate that they 
should be considered alongside the other ritual events that helped 
generate Florentine civic identity and re-enforced the central tenets 
of republican civic ideology within a consensus based constitution. 
I also wish to suggest that although such oratory preached disinterest, 
it was itself interested. Its political importance lay in its justification 
of a certain form of republican constitution. As the mling elite in 
Florence began to cluster around the Medici later in the century, the 
content of these orations altered, in much the same way as traditional 
political and judicial stractures were gradually modified. There is 
little evidence of such a strong oratorical tradition continuing during 
the pre-eminence of Lorenzo il Magnifico de' Medici post 1470. 
These suggestions are made on the basis of work in progress,and 
are forwarded in the spirit of a research paper as a starting point for 
discussion and consideration of the issues involved, not just for 
Florentine specialists, but for all interested in the relation between 
language, politics and performance. 
Concepts of social harmony 
Broadly stated, the traditions of both republican and signorial 
political thought in the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries were 
concerned with the issues of peace and tranquillity, internal divisions 
being seen as inimical to the public good or bene comune. According 
to these traditions, an harmonious unity was the ideal state of civil 
life, to be maintained and protected against the potent threat of 
degeneration and factional violence.2 These threats were more likely 
to materialise within a republican form of govemment than a princely 
or monarchical form where power was concentrated within the hands 
of a single leader. Signorial political thought, in the shape of advice 
books to princes, were full of paternalistic analogies which likened 
the prince to a father, shepherd, teacher or ship's captain whose duty 
was the well being of his charges. This involved the sublimation of 
his own particular interests to those of his principality.3 
The situation of a republic was different in this respect. It had no 
figure head, the reins of power were shared by those within the 
goveming class as defined by the mies concerning political eligibility.4 
The task of combating individual or collective interests that were 
not shared by the totality of the citizen body had to be undertaken 
differently. The difficulty of this task is illustrated by the experiences 
of many of the city-republics of the Trecento which fell into the hands 
of signorial masters. The political credentials of a republic had to be 
established through the remembrance of the greatness of the Roman 
Republic, the centrality of the concept of freedom and a constitutional 
make up that prevented any one interest from dictating policy and 
subverting liberty.5 The diffusion of sovereignty in Florence between 
a multitude of councils based upon neighbourhood, profession, and 
political tradition meant that responsibility was divided and not 
located in any one particular group. The administration of justice by 
impartial outsiders seemingly ensured the longevity of such a system. 
The justification for this custom lay in the desire to avoid intemal 
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dissent that it was felt might follow upon the administration of justice 
by officials whose ties of family and friendship impinged upon their 
impartial execution of the rule of law. 
This fact was, and is, viewed both positively and negatively by 
both contemporaries and modem day historians. While Goro Dati 
saw it as evidence of a remarkable lack of trust in fellow citizens. 
Bruni rebutted the charge praising the practice for preventing 'mutual 
hatred and enmity among the citizens', justice being dealt with more 
fairly by a foreigner super-partes.6 For Trexler, an historical 
anthropologist, these officials were bound to the Republic by a 
complex of oaths and rituals which tied them to the spectrum of 
political ideas with which Florentine society identified. In a 
Republican form which had no legitimate head, radiated distrust and 
lacked honour, the importation of judicial officials from outside and 
their binding to the comune through civic and religious ritual rendered 
them legitimate.7 For others, at least at an ideological level the 
legitimacy of the sovereign people was never in doubt, based as it 
was upon Roman precedent and the legal authority of Bartolus da 
Sassoferrato and Baldus de Ubaldis and the concept of sibiprinceps.6 
However, as Florence developed into a territorial state with an 
increasingly centralised bureaucracy there was a gradual shift away 
from Trecento corporate politics to a more oligarchic and consensus 
based government.9 
This civic ideology, however, was not itself impartial. As an 
idealised description of the nature of a perfectly formed republic it 
ministered to an elite. It justified them in their pre-eminence; it 
engendered tmst in them from the remainder of the populace. It was 
itself political. Any acts of self description, whilst providing civic 
identity, were also the responsibility of someone within that society.10 
Although the reality of political life sometimes bore scant relation to 
the idealised portraits presented in political rhetoric, that rhetoric 
still conditioned what was considered socially acceptable activity, 
providing a paradigm of social harmony for emulation. The 
resurgence of interest in oratory's affective powers went hand in hand 
with alterations in the perception of the nature of political rule in the 
second decade of the fifteenth century. The emergence of a more 
narrowly defined mling elite, or reggimento, initially resulted in 
greater stability. As Bracker has shown, the increase in both the 
number of meetings and the number of citizens taking part in the 
Consulte e Pratiche reflected a change in the style of govemment. 
Here people who were not office holders could air their views 
concerning communal policy. However, whereas previously they 
had spoken on behalf of a corporate entity, they were now free from 
such ties and sought rather to persuade co-citizens of their beliefs." 
To a greater degree than before verbal skill became equated with 
political success. Speech was gradually and increasingly becoming 
for the Florentines a means to power, for in a social and political 
context where consensus was thought to be paramount, it was 
becoming essential to be able to convince rather than coerce. The 
extent to which Florentines were conscious of this development is 
witnessed by evidence that Palla Strozzi was collecting, with the aid 
of a notary, copies of orations made elsewhere in Tuscany in the late 
fourteenth century.12 In addition the reinstatement of the moral value 
of feelings by the humanists of the early Quattrocento, in contrast to 
the stoical ideal of the negation of passion, provided an environment 
in which the affective power of rhetoric was justified and considered 
morally important.13 
According to the Florentine civic republicanism of the early 
Quattrocento, therefore, citizens had a moral obligation to behave 
virtuously while actively involving themselves in the civic life of 
the state, for it was the state of liberty that allowed them to enjoy the 
rewards of their own work and feel secure in their possessions. To 
forget this debt was to endanger the very basis upon which their well 
being and prosperity were founded. Factions were perceived as one 
of the main threats, as was false friendship, for such things prioritised 
localised interests over the common good. The setting aside of 
personal interest for the greater benefit of the whole was seen as fair 
payment of the debt owed to the republic. The alternative scenario 
involving the dangers of continued selfishness to civic peace were 
graphically illustrated with historical examples. These examples 
sought to depict a sort of negative community in which particular 
interest, personal ambition and greed predominated, and everybody 
pursued their own interests. In this context particular attention was 
paid to the vice of avarice and the virtue of liberality.14 
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This matrix of values constituted a civic ideology which presented 
an idealised portrait of civil life where citizens worked one for all 
and all for one. The necessity of presenting this portrait in a ritual 
civic context, of reinforcing it with orations, festivals and sermons, 
was a response to the perceived need to keep what was in effect the 
most abstract of a citizen's obligations constantly before his eyes. 
Other competing interests were far more tangible and potentially 
profitable. In assuming theological terminology, this ideology 
promoted a quasi-religious mentality where citizens were called upon 
to collapse their identity into that of their Country.15 Love of country 
was illustrated, drawing on classical sources, by citing those who 
had sacrificed themselves for their fatherland, a sacrifice which 
bestowed etemal glory upon them.16 
What it also sought to accomplish was the collapse of any 
distinction between the public and the private realm. Civic morality, 
like Christian morality, was concerned with the leading of a virtuous 
life on a daily basis. How one acted in relation to one's peers and 
co-citizens in business, in the home and in the parish all had a bearing 
on the health of the body politic, one's actions in the private sphere 
having repercussions on the health and vitality of the state. Morality 
was a public and private concem, the very conduct of one's day-to-
day business a political and moral act. According to this ideology, 
therefore, all aspects of a society's social-intercourse lay in the 
political realm. The political realm and the moral realm were one 
and the same, the conduct of any citizen being both a political and 
moral act according to this civic ethic. 
The Reality of Political Life in Florence 
These conceptualisations of social harmony and shared interest 
were in stark contrast to the very organising principles of social and 
political life in Renaissance Florence as they have come to be 
understood. The culture ofpreghiere, requests, and the dynamics of 
power as seen through the constmetion and exploitation of patronage 
networks have proved that this ideal community was far removed 
from the exigencies of day to day life.17 That patronage networks 
were based on the mutual exchange of favours, and that Florentines 
from all social strata were aware that the reality of day to day life 
was concerned with the pursuit of personal interests and the 
exploitation of influence is beyond doubt. An interest in the common 
good was always more distant and abstract than the more pressing 
and potentially profitable personal interests. It is the interpenetrating 
of the ideology of republicanism with the practice of day to day 
political and social life that requires further examination. 
Individuals were located within a whole matrix of institutions, all 
of which made demands upon them and periodically required a show 
of loyalty in the form of a request being satisfied. Family, relations, 
friends, neighbours, parishioners, representatives of the quarter, 
fellow confraternity members, were all capable of calling on the 
influence of individuals in accordance with their own particular 
interests. The political and social position of the individual within 
society, no matter how humble, carried with it a degree of influence 
or at least access to power which endowed that individual with some 
authority or political leverage.18 A tax collector, a customs officer, 
the cook of a leading family, all these people held positions which 
involved them in standing in a particular relation to their fellow men 
and women. Within this competitive market place individuals sought 
to calculate the extent of their market worth, based on a consciousness 
of their potential sphere of influence, and maximise their retums in 
terms of the realisation of their interests. Daily life was governed by 
the exploitation of connections, the whole culture of clientelismo 
was based as much upon who you knew as what you knew. Social 
standing, therefore, was evaluated not only in terms of positions held 
- not necessarily a political post by any means - but also in terms of 
friends and patrons.19 The scramble for office and pursuit of onori 
was a function of the desire to widen spheres of influence and extend 
the network of potentially useful amici. 
In an attempt to prevent the conglomeration of shared private 
interests into groupings or factions capable of undermining the 
republic and thereby depriving Florentines of their liberty, a whole 
range of laws and provisions were built into the city's statutes. 
Political offices were only to be held for a specific quantity of time, 
limits were placed on the number of family members allowed to hold 
positions within the same governmental offices at the same time, 
and a set period established before an individual could hold the same 
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office again. Monks were entrusted with the task of overseeing 
elections to prevent irregular practices or charges of cheating, and 
the Priors were to remain in isolation during their period of office to 
prevent them being lobbied and to symbolise the suspension of their 
private selves and their incarnation as embodiments of the republic. 
Under these conditions, acts of speech were deliberately guarded. 
The regulations governing the secrecy of governmental deliberations 
were stringent and the penalties for anybody leaking official 
governmental business heavy. This illustrates an important point 
about the conflation of the political and moral realm in republican 
civic ideology, for the individual represents nobody. He is to vote 
according to his conscience, as he sees right. In this context freedom 
of speech was synonymous with liberty.20 The republican civic ethic 
would have it that the politically active citizen should always have 
the interests of the republic as a whole in his mind rather than those 
of a personal, familial or corporate nature. Consequently, when an 
individual represented his office before another council it was always 
noted in the minutes on whose behalf he spoke, whether the Otto di 
Guardia or the Dodici Buon Uomini, for example. Such statutes and 
council minutes all address the same anxiety concerning the danger 
of partiality and internal division. Other texts concerned with 
institutions within the republic reveal something of the reality of 
political and social life as it was actually conducted by citizens: advice 
books to sons on family management, collections of aphorisms, 
private letters, and personal diaries.21 
Political rhetoric, the performance of orations to a wider audience 
as a part of civic ritual also addressed these same problems and sought 
consensus through persuasion. Not surprisingly, therefore, provision 
was also made for such public rhetorical performances in the 
Florentine statutes of 1415. Such ritualised rhetorical 
pronouncements were to be made on the assumption of office by the 
new Priors every two months. They were to be in Italian and include 
citations from holy scripture, the poets and legal sources. Evidence 
suggests that this statutory rabric was adhered to at least until the 
1470's.22 
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The Importance of Rhetoric 
There is no doubt that the belief in the power of rhetoric to move 
an audience to virtuous behaviour remained strong. Although there 
was a constant medieval interest in rhetoric, that rhetoric provided 
one of the bridges between what have conventionally been seen as 
the Medieval and Renaissance periods seems to be one of the 
contentions of recent discussions concerning the origins of so-called 
Renaissance Humanism. As Florence in the early part of the '400 
was evolving as a republic based on consensus, so speech and the 
ability to forward one's point of view persuasively before those who 
wielded the political and executive power to form policy underwent 
something of a renaissance. Some have seen the origins of 
Renaissance humanism itself in the medieval ars dictaminis, the 
rhetorical act of letter writing for officials of the Italian city-states, 
normally the Podestà.23 These early rhetorical manuals, designed to 
provide models for letters to deal with a whole range of possible 
scenarios that such officials might face, were themselves closely allied 
to the less studied ars arengandi, the art of composing orations for 
the self-same officials when they were required to hold forth in public. 
Tracts such as theOculus Pastoralis, Giovanni da Viterbo'sL/fcer</e 
Regimine, Book IX of Latini's Tresor, and Fra Paolino Minorita's 
De Regimine Rectoris all provided rhetorical exempla for different 
public occasions in which the Podestà would be called upon to hold 
forth within the setting of municipal govemment24. The overt political 
and practical orientation of these works is in keeping with Latini's 
contention that rhetoric although subordinate to politics constituted 
its most valuable part.25 Latini was here quoting Cicero's De 
Inventione which, although disowned by Cicero in his De Oratore 
as a crude work, enjoyed widespread diffusion throughout the 
medieval period. In it Cicero provided a fictive account of the origins 
of civil life in which eloquence was responsible for stimulating the 
natural inclination within man to form civil associations and, when 
combined with wisdom, provided the foundations upon which 
political life was founded and the common good and justice observed. 
In much the same way as the better known manuals teaching the ars 
predicandi, these tomes were practical in orientation, directed towards 
improved performance in the public sphere. It is this performative 
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element that has been neglected. 
Pier Paolo Vergerio in his educational tract De Ingenuis Moribus 
of 1404, while noting the decay into which the art of rhetoric had 
fallen, argued for its reintroduction on the grounds that it secured 
consensus, 'By philosophy we learn the essential tmth of things, 
which with eloquence we so exhibit in orderly adornment as to bring 
conviction to differing minds.'27 Vergerio later adds that eloquence, 
'takes the third place amongst the studies specially important in public 
life. It is now, indeed, fallen from its old renown and is well nigh a 
lost art. In the Law-Court, in the Council in the popular Assembly, 
in exposition, in persuasion, in debate, eloquence finds no place now-
a-days: speed, brevity, homeliness are the only qualities desired. 
Oratory, in which our forefathers gained so great glory for themselves 
and for their language, is despised: but our youth, if they would earn 
the repute of tme education, must emulate their ancestors in this 
accomplishment.' 
The rediscovery of Cicero's Orations and Quintillian's works, and 
their widespread diffusion provide evidence of a heightened self-
consciousness concerning rhetoric's affective powers and its 
usefulness when applied in public assemblies like the Florentine 
Consulte e Pratiche mentioned above.28 The similarity between the 
advisory roles of the Consulte e Pratiche and the Roman Senate are 
marked, for both were subject to strong ties of family and personal 
friendships. That rhetoric could influence decisions despite these 
ties can be seen as symptomatic of the climate of consensus politics 
that emerged in Florence in the early part of the Quattrocento.29 
Rhetoric, and instruction in the art of rhetoric, were therefore 
keystones in this programme of producing civic ideology. The 
virtuous orator was idealised as the perfect citizen. Language itself, 
therefore, requires examination in this context, given that the political 
potency of the pen and the persuasive capacity of the orator, although 
perhaps exaggerated at the time, were considered effective and 
regularly deployed. But rhetoric also had its place within the halls 
of government.30 Rhetorical performance has recently been the focus 
of attention in other contexts, for example, the studies on rhetoric in 
the papal curia and the rhetoric of consolation in funeral orations, 
but no systematic study exists for political rhetoric.31 Such an 
examination, in turn, could be set within the wider context of civic 
ideology, both written and figurative. Rhetorical performances of 
both a secular and religious nature, when held in the public sphere, 
defined what was considered morally correct conduct in relation to 
one's fellow citizens and one's duty to God and the state. Language 
and morality were inextricably interlinked in this instance. Citizens 
had a moral obligation to master the art of rhetoric in order to defend 
the state against those whose eloquence was shorn of ethical 
considerations.32 
Rhetoric once again took its place in the educational programmes 
of Renaissance pedagogues. Whether these programmes produced 
virtuous and selfless citizen leaders or a pliant executive sub-class 
to service burgeoning nation-states stands at the centre of recent 
debates over Renaissance education generally.33 What is quite clear 
and quantifiable, however, is the fact that as the century progressed 
and the reggimento, the mling group, within Florence narrowed, the 
new form of governo stretto effectively denied a voice to a whole 
segment of society whose forebears had taken an active part in council 
meetings and policy formation. The number of people empowered 
by speech diminished under the Medici, while the role of officials 
like the Podestà, far from ensuring judicial impartiality, became solely 
ritualistic.34 The ruling elite increasingly encroached upon the 
jurisdiction of the ufficiali forestieri via the establishment of new 
internally managed offices and the manipulation of existing structures. 
The Otto di Guardia, for example, became a permanent policing body 
identified with the interests of the mling elite and gradually assumed 
many of the functions of the traditional ufficiali, leaving them to 
mbber stamp decisions made elsewhere.35 Humanists within Florence 
were usually closely allied with the political elite and held leading 
administrative positions, resulting in a strengthening of the 
relationship between rhetoric, ideology and power within the 
emerging territorial state.36 
The message of the civic ideology they generated and propagated 
was necessarily conditioned by their projected audience. The 
audience, for its part, stood in a particular relation to the person or 
institution by which it was being addressed. In the case of the 
multitude in the piazza being ceremonially harangued by the incoming 
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Priors, the relationship is one of mied to ruler. Whatever the roles 
and the voices assumed, each speaker as representative of the republic 
spoke with the degree of authority invested in him by that position 
combined with whatever associated status he might have brought 
from outside. The relative power of speaker to audience was defined 
by their positions within a tacitly accepted social scale of importance. 
Political rhetoric was premised upon a belief in the power of man's 
imitative disposition. Just as children learnt through imitation, so 
rhetoric and rhetorical composition, in presenting both positive and 
negative role models, encouraged morally correct behaviour as 
defined by the civic ideology. Such a strategy was a central concern 
of epideictic rhetoric, the language of praise and blame, which took 
for granted a polarised view of the world and the presentation of 
issues in an either/or of binary opposites. Given the choice of either 
exhortation or defamation, epideictic rhetoric sought emulation or 
aversion in its audience. Its concern was less with the search for 
tmth that in effecting individual action.37 In theory its purpose was 
moral and civic, in practice its use tied to interests. 
Examples of Orations 
One of the foremost occasions on which orations occurred 
regularly in a public arena was upon the entry of the new Priors into 
office. Every two months traders shut up shop and people gathered 
in the Piazza della Signoria in Florence. Subsequent to the entry of 
the Priors, Gonfaloniere di Giustizia and Podestà, the latter mounted 
the ringhiera, or balcony, of the Palazzo della Signoria and recited a 
brief oration reminding them of their duty and their role as 
representatives of the civic body. The notary of the tratte then called 
upon the new priors to swear upon the Bible, and the statutes of the 
comune before consigning the banner to the new gonfaloniere who 
then led the assembled company into the palace. As well as defining 
the form and timing of such orations, the 1415 statutes also stipulated 
that fifteen days after their entry into office, one of the new Priors 
was obliged to make a protestatio de iustitia on behalf of his fellow 
priors in which he promised to observe the statutes and administer 
his office justly. The Capitano or Podestà, or both, would then also 
make an oration on the same theme by way of reply, promising 
impartiality and equality in their execution of the law.38 
The law, therefore, was seen as the instrument that maintained 
just civic association. As instmments of the law, so these proteste 
maintained, magistrates should subordinate their private concems to 
the service of the public good. In this vein, Bernardo Canigiani, 
citing Justinian, stated that the difference between a good and a bad 
magistrate is the same as that between a shepherd and a wolf: for 
while the former directs all his actions to those over whom he cares 
the latter merely seeks his own welfare.39 Similarly, Filippo Pandolfini 
in another proteste, quoting Plato's Republic, states that those who 
govern should comport themselves like good teachers, namely do 
everything for the benefit of those under their tuition.40 It should be 
added that although later proteste are markedly Platonic in character 
they do not argue for the superiority of the contemplative life, rather 
they foster the image of the philosopher-king, an image commensurate 
with Medicean hegemony. The theme of putting aside one's own 
interest in the execution of one's office is a central theme of all these 
proteste. Palmieri summarises the sentiment succinctly,41 
Seek to conserve together the whole body of the 
Republic and direct your every word and deed to the 
well-being of all, putting aside divisiveness and 
personal concems. 
In keeping with the statutory requirements that a range of classical 
religious and legal sources are used, definitions of justice were 
generally drawn from the fifth book of Aristotle's Ethics, Justinian's 
Institutiones or Ulpian 's Magna Moralia, Cicero's De Inventione and, 
as they believed, Solomon's Book of Wisdom. All these references 
were then distilled into the maxim, 'iustizia essere abito d'animo 
disposto alla conservazione della utilità comune, la quale distribuisce 
a ciascuno il mérito suo.'42 
Justice as a virtue was seen as being pre-eminent as it contained 
within it all the other virtues, the term 'just' being applied to anything 
that produced and preserved the happiness, or the component parts 
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of the happiness, of the political community. According to these 
orations, man was so constituted by nature that he shared a sense of 
justice and, through the gift of reason, the gift of law which as Cicero 
defined it, was 'right reason applied to command and prohibition'.43 
Written human laws, therefore, were a reflection of the natural law 
which was inherently just. Many of the later proteste, including a 
much cited one by Donato Acciaiuoli, cite the analogy made in Plato's 
Republic that as the soul inhabits our body so the soul of the republic 
is justice. For while the body lives for the soul, the republic lives for 
justice.*4 
The orations of Stefano Porcari, who was Capitano del Popólo in 
Florence between 1427 and 1428, were the most popular of the genre, 
and it was Porcari's oratorical prowess and its affective success that 
was noted by contemporaries rather than his policing skills. Traversari 
remarked how he calmed the enraged spirits of the Bolognese with 
his speeches, while Bruni, then Chancellor of Florence, wrote in a 
letter of recommendation that Porcari was a, 'virum ornatissimum 
cloquentissimum ac dignissimum'. That these orations were all in 
the volgare was also noted. Platina calling him, 'quidem in dicendo 
materna lingua eloquentissimus' and Landino placing him with 
Boccaccio, Bmni and Palmieri as a champion of the Florentine tongue. 
By the time of Machiavelli's Istorie Florentine, noting Porcari's 
oratorical skills had become commonplace.45 
In the course of four orations in particular, he discusses what 
constitutes a Republican form of govemment and how it is to be 
conserved.46 The political climate in Florence during these years 
was characterised by internal dissent and unrest as the Medici began 
to organise and build the substmcture upon which their political 
hegemony was subsequently founded. Porcari's appointment and 
his orations can be placed in the context of what Bmcker has termed, 
'a veritable orgy of civic celebration' instituted to tackle the moral 
problem of civic strife.47 These four particular orations he made as 
Capitano to the incoming Priors were not hidebound by legislative 
provisions and, from a humanistic point of view, are Porcari's most 
interesting. They almost constitute a rhetorical manifesto of civic 
republicanism. He was speaking to the Priors at the moment they 
made a symbolic transition from private individuals to public servants. 
Standing at the intersection of the public and the private sphere he 
acted as mouthpiece and guardian of Republican civic ideology. In 
his third oration Porcari actually illustrates how the ritual setting 
conditioned his discourse by saying, 'questo luogo pubblico mi 
convita a parlare prima della Repubblica che della privata.' 
It is in this third of these orations that he launches a particularly 
poignant attack on what today would be termed social patronage. 
He clearly recognises that there are other bonds within society in 
addition to obligations to country. Within the state exist ties of family, 
relations, friendships, profession, religion and shared interests. But 
if one gives precedence to these ties over and above bonds to country, 
only ruin will ensue. The body politic will cease to function in a 
coordinated and unified fashion and the very structure to which man 
owes his safety and bodily strength, and which enable him to enjoy 
his riches, will crumble,48 
E questo corpo civile, nel quale è infusa la Repubblica 
come forma cd anima moventc, cosi come di molti 
uomini congregate, per similitudine ò come un corpo 
umano, il quale lull' i suoi studi, esercitazioni c fatiche 
dec prestare cd obbcdirc all'anima, dalla quale csso 
corpo ricevc il suo vigore, movimento c vita. 
This civil body composed of many men together, in 
which the Republic is infused as though it were a living 
soul, is like a human body, which in all its studies, 
exercises and exertions must obey the soul, from which 
it, the body, receives its vigour, movement and life. 
Later in the same speech he adds. 
Toglicte gli escmpli di molte provincie e regni non che 
cilla distruttc, quando le prívate utilità hanno sottratto 
l'aiuto alla Republica necessário quando i cittadini non 
hanno usato la verità nci consigli, lu fede 
ncU'csecuzione delle cose, e l'amore universale. 
Take the example of many provinces and realms or of 
destroyed cities where private bodies have failed to 
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offer the necessary support to the Republic not having 
followed truthful advice, not having exercised faith and 
universal love in public matters. 
There is little doubt that Porcari's appointment was based upon 
the perceived need to address publicly the question of intemal division 
and sectional interests within Florence at that time. His role, therefore, 
was that of Cicero's ideal orator, a civilising man seeking to maintain 
a society of free men in peace and freedom through the gift of learning 
and eloquence. Porcari made extensive use of Cicero, Aristotle and 
Bruni's own works and translations. It is noticeable, however, that 
after the consolidation of Medicean hegemony, subsequent orations 
and proteste became more Platonic in character. How political such 
alterations were, and the extent to which the increasing interest in 
Platonic ideas under Lorenzo had a political dimension in placing 
renewed stress on the contemplative rather than the active political 
life is a vexed question.49 
Conclusion 
Despite assertions to the contrary, much writing on Renaissance 
political thought has, to date, concentrated on a restricted canon of 
mainstream and formal political texts. However, in considering texts 
such as the orations and any writings concerning how to behave as 
political (and by extension moral), the realm of what constitutes 
political thought widens considerably. Further, a contextual reading 
of any political statement can only really be effected if that political 
statement is placed within the culture which produced it, and more 
precisely if the specific nature, place and perspective assumed by 
the author in making that statement is clearly examined. Bearing in 
mind the expanded field of reference and showing a sensitivity to 
lhe located nature of articulation, the role texts like the orations 
performed in the political culture within which they were written 
can be analysed. 
Viewing public utterance in such terms involves considering 
language as a social-historical phenomenon whose meaning lies 
embedded within the condition of its production and reception. 
Understanding such language requires an examination of the ways 
in which meaning, or signification, serves to sustain power relations 
and how contested meanings battle for legitimacy within the public 
sphere.50 It is in this context that the work of anthropologists is of 
interest, based as it is on the observation of how the use of language 
in everyday situations contains some indication concerning the social 
structure which it describes and reproduces, and how interlocutors 
are empowered by their social role and capabilities. The authority 
that these performative acts carry is given to them by factors outside 
the language itself, institutional factors which give them their potency. 
They do not create their own power, but derive it from those 
institutions they represent. The political field is probably the most 
contested of all, and the one in which political parties and interest 
groups form their visions of the world and present them to others for 
legitimisation which in turn leads to political control. Their energy, 
therefore, is directed towards producing representations of the world, 
representations they hope will be recognised by others and accepted, 
for it is upon this acceptance that their ultimate power lies. 
If we combine these observations with civic republicanism's 
conflation of the public and the private realm, then political thought 
in the context of Quattrocento Florence includes any description, 
inscription or narrative concerning the organisation, the principles 
and the conventions governing the mnning of daily life. For all such 
statements are reactions to and engagements with the reality of social 
interaction. To interpret these texts/speeches/images requires that 
they are located: such political rhetoric was not solely a theoretical 
debate between humanists keen to demonstrate their erudition and 
knowledge of the ancients, but a constant process of self-description 
and justification. The generation of these readings, the representations 
produced of what society should look like was not itself an impartial 
exercise, just as encoding a city's past within a narrative history 
commissioned by the state was a political and value laden exercise. 
Given that such activities were responsible for how Florentines 
perceived themselves and were thus formative in constructing a 
collective identity, more attention should be paid to the nature, even 
governance, of such conceptualisations and the conditions under 
which they were contested.51 
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